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Sheer Shirt [Nylon] - Pantyhose Fabric
$24.95 USD
Shipping calculated at checkout.
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Sheer Shirt [Nylon] - Pantyhose Fabric

Basic see through longsleeve shirt, 40 den, one size and plus size, stretches like a pantyhose,

microfiber quality, polyamide (nylon).

ones size fits most: XS - S - M - L

one size fits most plus: plus sizes

colors: black, white, skin natural, rose, gray

Properties of Sheer Shirt

40 den pantyhose fabric

100 % nylon (polyamide)

finest quality

soft microfiber (not mesh fabric)

skin natural white black gray rose

one size fits most Plus Size

1

Add to cart

Buy it now

10 % Discount Code :  10off  -  See Through Shirts -  Sheer Tops -  Basics -  Casual Style -  Hosier y 
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stretch

comfortable fit

light fabric

warming effect

for layered clothing

perfect for ballet, yoga, dancing, pilates. fitness

Download product information pdf-file: Sheer Shirt Nylon

Sheer shirt made out of pantyhose fabric 

A sheer shirt made out of pantyhose fabric in a nude color is a lightweight and delicate garment

with a slightly stretchy texture. Because it is made from a pantyhose material, it will have a sheer,

see-through quality that is often used in lingerie or hosiery. This shirt is also available in many

other colors like black, white, gray, brown, red and rose.

This type of shirt could be styled in a variety of ways, depending on the occasion. For a more formal

look, it could be paired with a high-waisted pencil skirt and heels. For a more casual outfit, it could

be worn with distressed denim jeans and sneakers.

Subscribe to our newsletter - discounts
Be the first to know about new collections and exclusive offers.
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2 See Through Shirts

$39.95 USD
2 Sheer Shirts

$39.95 USD

3 Transparent Sheer Shirts - Long sleeves

$59.95 USD $49.95 USD

Sale

2 Plus Size See Through Longsleeve Shirts

$39.95 USD

2 See Through Shirts [Nylon Pantyhose Fabric] 3 Plus Size Transparent T Shirts [Sheer Longsleeves]

Sale
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$39.95 USD $59.95 USD $49.95 USD

See through Shirt [Fully Sheer Second Skin Top]

$29.95 USD $24.95 USD

Sale

See Through Pantyhose Shirt - Nylon

$24.95 USD

Sheer Shirt - High Neck - Pantyhose Fabric

$29.95 USD $24.95 USD

Sale

See Through Shirt - Nylon Pantyhose Fabric

$29.95 USD $24.95 USD

Sale
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